OVERVIEW:
Your search ends here.
If you’re looking for a solution provider which can effectively deliver the boons
of Information Technology to your business, take your hand away from that
mouse, lie back in your chair, and take a deep wonderful breath. You’ve just
found Bizfosys.
Open for Business… Everywhere, Anywhere.
We’re located in Goa, India, but thanks to the Internet Revolution, are open
for business throughout the world. The Information Superhighway has
rendered the physical dimensions of space and time between continents null
and void, paving the way for cost-advantages implausible with a vision rooted
physically. Aim high, be a visionary, and emancipate your enterprise. Think
global, think Bizfosys.
Been There, Done That.
With 12 years of experience in the Service Industry under our belt, we’ve been
through pretty much everything. Whether you’re a start-up venture with a
great idea which requires an IT platform, or an age-old veteran of the business
sector looking to give your business the IT edge, we provide mature solutions
for all while employing incessant measures to ensure the security of sensitive
data. When it comes to IT, nobody knows better.
We’re Special.
Through an undying commitment to Quality, Cost-Effectiveness and
Innovative Solutions that explore and satisfy every dimension of customer
need, Bizfosys Technologies distinguishes itself from other solution
developers.
We pride ourselves on our ability to provide the singular conjugation of
Quality and Cost-Effective Solutions, which, courtesy of a management body
with more than 12 years of experience in IT development, comes as secondnature to us. The administration’s decade-long association with IT
development also means a deep understanding of Software Development
Methodologies and the turbulent nature of Solutions and IT, resulting in the
creation of powerful, dynamic and long-term solutions that adapt easily to the
changing IT scenario.
We offer our innovative, yet user-friendly solutions and services in IT, IT
Infrastructure, and Process Outsourcing.

IT SERVICES:
From our facility in Goa, India, Bizfosys Technologies offers you a host of
viable options to develop your IT infrastructure from, chief among them being
our Onshore and Offshore Development Services.
Onshore Development
We offer both Onshore and Onshore-Client Services in Maintenance,
Development and Testing IT Network Systems. Our Onshore Service involves
the deployment of a full-fledged Development Team at your work site, which
after thoroughly observing and scrutinizing your development needs, will go
on to provide the best possible solution for your need. The presence of a
development team at your working site ensures the quickest reaction and
adaptability to dynamic business and IT scenarios.
Our Onshore-Client Services work in a slightly different manner. Instead of a
development team, we station a representative at your Work-Site, who then
closely analyses your requirements and dispatches them to our Offshore
Center for Development. Through this Cost-Beneficial way of development,
we’re able to develop, support and maintain your application through close
coordination with our Offshore Team.
Offshore Development
Sometimes, the best way to get a job done is to get professionals living 5,000
miles away to do it. Under the Bizfosys Umbrella, you can be rest assured your
job lies in safe, secure and experienced hands. With a lead time of one month,
we’re as equipped as ever to get your offshore center in top gear and develop
specific solutions for your specific needs. As always, your success remains our
main goal, and our Offshore Development Service leaves you with nothing to
desire for.
Six Reasons for you to put in an ocean or two between your company and your
IT department:
1)
Cost-Benefits – An Offshore Center is more efficient and economically
viable than its alternative of setting up an in-house IT Cell. Enterprises
engaging Offshore Development Centers for their solution needs usually incur
fewer costs than enterprises employing development centers at home, or
enterprises which set up their own development operations. And reduced
costs always result in increased profits.
2) Zero Maintenance – With an Offshore Center, your business will not only
be always equipped with a huge pool of talented human resources, but also
with the state-of-the-art development infrastructure and procedures – all at
ZERO MAINTENANCE COST to you!
3) Efficient Use of Resources – An Offshore Center spares you from the task
of assigning resources yourself. The ramping of resources – either up or down
– is taken care of by highly experienced personnel at the Offshore Center, not

only ensuring the employment of the right kind and quantity of resources, but
also reducing redundancies.
4) Proximity – An Offshore Center might be miles away from your business
geographically, but thanks to the Internet Revolution and the influx of
technologies it gave rise to, it’s still close enough to deliver outstanding
results, time and again and again.
5) Staff Environment – An Offshore Center exposes your staff to a novel way
of work execution and acts as a great learning resource by teaching them new
concepts, ideas and methods, resulting in a more productive and efficient
employee base.
6) Dual Edge – If your business already has IT personnel, an Offshore Center
is just the thing it for it to gain a twin advantage. An Offshore Center lets your
IT personnel concentrate on core analysis matters demanding their business
expertise, while your extended IT department – your Offshore Center – takes
care of your development needs. And thanks to the flexible nature of Offshore
Centers, you can always shuffle the amount of work you want distributed
between your in-house IT department and your extended IT department.
The Three Commandments
So, how do we do it? How do we ensure that when you choose Bizfosys, you
get the best solution possible, at the cheapest price possible, with the highest
satisfaction possible? How do we give you the edge that keeps your business
sharp and strong? Is it magic? Do we practice the black arts? Are we the
keepers of some ancient oriental secret? Actually, no.
We offer you the best solution in the market by thinking pragmatically on our
feet, applying creative and intuitive sight into problems, and of course, by
following our three commandments of Quality, Cost-Timeliness and Valuefor-Money to bring out the best in ourselves to consequently bring about the
best in your organization.
In an increasingly competitive market, Quality determines everything, and
we’re aware that an ever-increasing quality conscious customer means your IT
solutions need to be top of the line for you to deliver. At the same time, we’re
also conscious about rising development Costs deeming the development of
Quality Software unfeasible for a number of corporations – especially for
small and medium sized firms. With our commitment to both Quality and
Cost-Timeliness, we endeavour to provide superior software at realistic prices
– giving your enterprise not only true value-for-money, but also the edge it
needs to survive in a globally competitive world. We realize that just like
humans, every solution is different in itself, and specific to the individual
needs of the customer. Stemming from the same is our utmost care and regard
for customization, which is one of the major pillars of our development
approach. Our promise to you is Quality-Oriented and Cost-Effective
Solutions, and we are every bit confident of delivering what we promise, for
Quality is implicit in all we do, and Cost-Timeliness, but a way of life at
Bizfosys Technologies.

Honesty Culture
Honesty and Integrity being an integral part of Bizfosys, we follow these
principles for each and every customer. We’re true in our commitments,
honest in our dealings, and sincere in our efforts to take your businesses to
new heights by equipping your enterprise with the best possible software
solution. On the Information Highway, we would be information drivers for
your businesses, taking it to places and heights never explored and scaled
before, and promise to satisfy, again and all over again, forging relationships
that will stand the test of time.

IT INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES:
We at Bizfosys not only innovate solutions, but provide solution-platforms as
well. Seeing the growing Security concern among enterprises when
outsourcing their IT development, Bizfosys Technologies took the traditional
IT Solution-Services model, innovated it from the ground up, and came up
with a solution-platform we call “IT Infrastructure Services.”
IT Infrastructure?
IT Infrastructure is all about Bizfosys limiting its role to providing the
Infrastructure – space, manpower and machinery – for your project, leaving
management of the same entirely under your control. While we’ll provide you
with the horses and horsepower, the reins to guide them shall rest in your
hands.
How-it-Works
·
The offshore center will work under the umbrella of Bizfosys
Technologies. It will be our responsibility to provide you with the place,
equipment and human resources.
·
The network setup will be jointly carried out in strict accordance with
your security policy.
·
Once set-up, credentials and full control will be transferred to your hands.
You will oversee the project’s supervision and management from beginning to
end.
·
The project work allocation, tracking and quality control would be
administered by a team from your side.
Security
Being a platform designed with the aim of extending the benefits of
outsourcing IT Development to firms with concerns for Intellectual Property
and Security, IT Infrastructure symbolizes the epitome of Data Protection and
Intellectual Property Security. The retention of Supervision and Management
means the customer gets to define what and how he/she wishes to disclose to
the outsourcing firm.
A win-win Situation: Reasons for you to choose IT Infrastructure
1) You’re spared the cost of setting up your own offshore IT Shop, including
the high one-time acquisition cost of machinery and the regular salaries of IT
professionals.
2) Your Intellectual Property secrets remain yours as YOU get to define and
manage Security.

3) Your business finally gets its much-deserved leap on the IT-Bandwagon,
while its closely-guarded secrets remain closely-guarded secrets.

